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SUMMARY 

A seismic refraction survey was made for the Snowy
Mountains Hydro-Electric Authority in 1950-51 to aid in selecting
a suitable sitefbra (lam on Spencers Creek, NSW. The survey was
designed to give information on the nature of the bedrock (granite)
and overburden (moraine) and on the bedrock topography.

The seismic results indicate that the overburden
thickness varies considerably and is generally greater in the
southern part of the surveyed area than in the northern part.
A maximum thickness of about 300 feet is indicated.

In parts of the area there appear to be two strata
in the moraine.

The depths to bedrock calculated from the seismic
results are compared with the drilling results at two dam sites
within the surveyed area.

4.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The geophysical survey described in this Record was
undertaken at the request of the Snowy Mountains Hydro-Electric
Authority (SMHEA) for the purpose of investigating possible sites
for the proposed Spencers Creek dam. The area surveyed is about
two miles above the junction of Spencers Creek with the Snowy River,
about six miles east of the summit of Mount Kosciusko, and at an
average elevation of about 5700 ft above sea level. The road from
Jindabyne to Mount Kosciusko crosses the area about one mile from
the Kosciusko Chalet.

Some years before the survey described here, six
boreholes were put down on a line across the creek (this line of
holes coincides with geophysical Traverse A) to obtain information
on the depth and nature of the bedrock and the characteristics of
the overburden at a site referred to as site No.1 (see Plates 1
and 2). However, selection of the most suitable position for
the dam required more-extensive investigations and it was for
this purpose that a geophysical survey was requested. The
specific information sought by the survey comprised the following:

(a) Depth and nature of the bedrock,

(b) Contours of the bedrock surface,

(c) Nature of the overburden and, in particular,
any variations in physical properties occurring
either horizontally or vertically.

The seismic refraction method was used in the survey.
The field work was done between November 1950 and April 1951, with
an interval of about five weeks in December and January. The

A^ field party consisted at first of D.P. Urquhart and O. Keunecke
(geophysicists) and later of S. Gunson and I. Mumme (geophysicists).
P.B. Tenni (cadet geophysicist) and B.J. Reid (student) assisted
for several weeks.

The pegging and levelling of the traverse lines, except
for the eastern part of Traverse E, were undertaken by officers
of the SMHEA, which also provided the necessary field assistants.
Thanks are due to the MCA, in particular to D.G. Mcye, Head of
the Engineering Geology Branch, for the co-operation and assistance
extended to the field party.

2. GEOLOGY 

The basement rock in the Spencers Creek area is granite.
It is covered with a mantle of morainal material, granitic soil, or
peaty swamp. Numerous large granite bpulders occur on the surface.
Granite boulders, probably of fluvio-glacial origin, occupy the
valley floor of Spencers Creek, particularly downstream from the
dam site. The right abutment is generally thought to be granite

.40

^

^weathered in situ and the left abutment a moraine, known as the
David Moraine.
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The six boreholes that were previously put down along
a line across the creek all reached granite bedrock as shown in
the cross-section along Traverse A (Plate 3).^The bores showed
the bedrock to be overlain by soil and decomposed granite ranging
from 8 to 100 ft in thickness. An examination of the material
struck in the bores may have been useful in connexion with the
geophysical survey, but this was not possible as the cores were no
longer available.

3. SEISMIC REFRACTION METHOD 

Outline of the method 

The seismic method of exploration depends on variations
in the elastic properties of the subsurface materials, which govern
the velocities of propagation of seismic energy. The method
consists essentially of generation of seismic waves by means of an
explosion and measurement of the time taken by the seismic waves
to travel from the shot-point to each of a series of detectors
(geophones).

In the seismic refraction method, which is used for
shallow exploration work, the time interval between the shot
instant and arrival of the first impulse at each geophone is
measured. A photographic recorder gives an accurate record of
these events and enables the travel times of the seismic disturbance
to be measured in milliseconds.

A necessary condition for the application of the
refraction method is that the seismic velocities should increase
with depth. When the recorded travel times are plotted against
the distances of the geophones from the shot-point, a time/
distance graph is obtained, from which it is possible, in general,
to determine the seismic velocities in the different subsurface
strata and the depths to the interfaces. To increase the depth of
the investigation it is necessary to increase the distance between
the shot-point and the geophone spread so as to ensure that seismic
waves refracted at the deeper interfaces will be recorded as
first-arrivals.

Seismic measurements can be expected to give reliable
depth determinations if the geological strata are horizontal and
the boundaries sharply defined. On the other hand, if the strata
are inclined or undulating, or the boundaries are not well defined
(e.g. in the zone of weathering of bedrock), the interpretation of
the results is more difficult and the accuracy of the depth
determinations is reduced.

In the survey of the Spencers Creek area the refraction
method employed naa thetathod of differences' which is particularly
suitable for the determination of depths to an irregular bedrock
surface, the arrangement of the survey being such that the depth
is determined below each geophone position (Edge and Laby, 1931).

4.
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Field operations 

The first tests were made along Traverse A (Plate 3)
where the information from the existing boreholes provided a
guide as to the most-suitable layout of geophone spreads and
shot-points. The bore data also provided a useful check on the
seismic results and particularly on the seismic velocities in the
layers overlying the bedrock. The accurate determination of
these velocities is essential for the calculation of depths to
bedrock. The results obtained along Traverse A are discussed in
Section 4.

The complete survey comprised ten traverses viz. A,
A-B, A-C, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H (see Plate 2).^The geophones
were usually spaced at intervals of 50 ft, but in a few places
where exceptionally long-distance shots were necessary to obtain
svfficient depth penetration, the intervals were increased to 100
ft.^In general, satisfactory refractions were recorded from the
bedrock and, with a few exceptions, the data were adequate for the
calculation of the depth to bedrock at each geophone position.

4. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

Cross-sections showing the results along the 10 seismic
traverses are given in Plates 3 to 12.^Each cross-section shows
the bedrock profile and is accompanied by a table of the depths
to bedrock for all points where these depths were calculated.

Traverse A (Plate 3)

The survey was started on Traverse A, which was sited
so as to cross the creek along the line of existing boreholes.
Comparison of the seismic results with the bore data showed that
the method was capable of giving the required information regard-
ing the bedrock.

The following geological strata were identified from
the observed seismic velocities

(a) Earth and granitic sand. The velocity ranges
from 1500 to 3000 ft/sec and depends largely
on the moisture content.

(b) Decomposed granite, in which the velocity is
between 5500 and 6000 ft/sec.

(c) Granite bedrock, in which the velocity is about
13,000 to 13,500 ft/sec.^Experience in other
areas suggests that granite with this velocity

dr"^ may be slightly weathered.

These velocities have been used in the calculation of
the depths to bedrock shown in Plate 3.
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The geophysical results are in close agreement with the 
bore rel:l.lts except at bore No.5, where the seismic depth of 64 ft 
to bedr( ck is 43 ft less than the depth apparently found in the 
bore ho: .e. Hov/ever, some doubt is felt with rege.rd to the bore 
data, W lich were recorded as follows 

0-69 ft, earth. 

69-107 ft, decomposed granite. 

107-152 ft, granite. 

This is the only one of ihe six bore logs which refers 
to 'hree different strata. The others refer to two strata only, 
the first consisting of 'earth and decomposed gTanite' and the 
se'ond of 'granite', while for bore No.5 the first stratum has 
bE'm subdivided to show earth with the·extllaordinarily-Iarge 
tlickness of 69 ft and then decomposed granite. It seems possible 
t;,at the 'decomposed gr~~ite' recorded in the log at 69 ft is the 
s ~e material as that which, in the other boreholes and in the 
j .1te"-,pretation of the seismic results, is considered to be granite 
')eclrock. 

No results were obtained in Spencers Creek itself, as 
the deep water did not allow measurements to be made. The cross
Eection suggests that the deepest part of the bedrock lies not 
under the creek, but to the east between bores No. 2 and 3. 

TrOZ::"'3rse A-B (Plate 4) 

The seismic observations indicate that the bedrock is 
at shallow depth along this traverse. This result could be 
expected, as the traverse is situated on the slope of the hill 
where granite crops out. 

Traverses B, E, F, and G (Plates 5, 6, 7, and e) 

These are parallel traverses, 200 ft apart, whigh 
cross Spencers Creek at dam site No.2. The bedrock is at 
shallow depth along the north-eastern parts of these traverses 
and continues at shallow depth under the creek. South-west of the 
creek,however, there is an increase in the thickness of overburden 
and the undulations of the bedrock surface are more pronounced. 
The greatest thickness of overburden, about 300 ft, was observed 
at the intersection of Traverses B and C on the David Moraine. 

South-west of the creek, along Traverse B, the survey 
not only indicated the depths to the grar;.tte bedrock, but also 
indicated that the overburden probably consists of two different 
strata, as two different velocities were obtained in the material 
overlying the bedrock. The velocity in the upper of these two 
strata is between 5000 and 6000 ft/sec, and intermediate between 
this velocity and the velocity of 13,000 ft/sec characteristic of 
granite, a velocity of 7000 to eooo ft/sec was observed. This 
could be interpreted as a second morainal stratum. The higher 
velocity in the lower part of the moraine may be due to the 
presence of a greater number o~ granite boulders or to a higher 
degree of consolidation. 
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In the cross~section along Traverse E (Plate 6), some 
depth values are marked as doubtful, as the records were not clear 
enough to permit reliable interpretation • 

Traverse C (Plate 9) 

This traverse crosses the David Horaine. In the centre-l 
part of the traverse, the depths shown are mainly those to the 
second morainal stratum. The great thickness of overburden in this 
area was not expected at first, and in the earlier work the dis
tances between shot-point and geophone spreads were not large 
enough to allow bedrock refractions to be recorded between 100N 
and 700N. However, it is certain t:lat the depths to bedrock are 
not less than about 240 ft, otherwise the high velocity in granite 
would have been detected. Later work gave the depths to bedrock 
at the intersection of Traverse C with Traverse E and G, and it 
seems very likely th3:C between 100N and 700N on Traverse C the 
depth to bedrock is between 240 ft and 270 ft. 

Traverse A-C (Plate 10) 

This traverse is situated on the hillside west of 
Spencers Creek. Near the in+,ersection of Traverse A-C and Traverse 
A, the bedrock is ve~J shallow; elsewhere along Traverse A-C the 
depth to bedrock does not appear to exceed 100 ft. 

Traverse D (Plate 11) 

Traverse D runs from east to west across the surveyed 
area, but only the part west of Spencers Creek was surveyed • 
The res~lts show that the bedrock approaches the surface at the 
creek and also towards the western end of the traverse near the 
intersection wi.th Traverse C. 

The two values given for the depth to bedrock at 800W, 
viz. 142 ft and 210 ft, w,ere derived independently from two 
different but overlapping geophone spreads. The discrepancy is 
probably due to a steep escarpment which must exist in the bedrock 
near this point. It is considered that the actual depth is between 
the two values given. If any further drilling is done in this 
part of the area, this discrepancy could be clear~d up by means of 
a test hole at this point. 

Traverse H (Plate 12) 

This traverse crosses the creek at Site No.3 in the 
northern part of the area. The crubs-section is similar to that 
along Traverse A, the greatest depth to ~edrock occurring on the 
eastern side of the creek. 

The cross-sections shown in Plates 3 and 12 give in 
detail the results of the seismic depth determinations along the 
10 traverses. By using these results and interpolating between 
traverses, the contours of the bedrock surface have been drawn as 
shown in Plate 13. The contour plan represents the general picture 
of the topography of the granite basement as indicated by the seismic 
survey. Plate 2 shows the surface contours for the same area. 
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The most important information obtained from the survey
is probably the configuration of the bedrock beneath the hill of
the David Moraine. There the bedrock does not approach the
surface as it does farther north on both sides of the creek, but
dips towards the south-west. The overburden of morainal material
reaches the maximum thickness of 300 ft.

Furthermore, in the southern part of the area and south-
west of Spencers Creek, where the overburden is very thick, two
different velocities were obsered in the overburden, indicating
the existence of two strata with different physical properties.
Hence it is concluded that there are two different morainal strata,
the velocity being greater in the deeper layer Which may be due to
that layer having a greater content of granite boulders or a
higher degree of consolidation or both.^However, it was not
always possible to distinguish between the two strata with certainty.

The bedrock contour plan shows that there is a troligh
or channel which, in the southern part of the area, is south-west
of the creek and roughly parallel to it. North of Traverse D
the trough strikes north and crosses the creek and, although it
then broadens out, probably continues as far as Traverse A and H,
along both of which the deepest part of the bedrock is east of
the creek.

5. TESTING

Site No. 1

Reference has already been made to the earlier boreholes
situated on Traverse A at dam site No.1.^The available data from
these holes are indicated on the cross-section shown in Plate 3;
in Table 1 below, the depths to bedrock from borehole data are
compared with the corresponding depths determined by the seismic
survey.

Table 1.^Drilling and seismic results, dam site No.1.

2ore No.
Dej2:_th to bedrock (ft)

Bore data^Seismic results

1 72 67*

2 81 80

3 102 102*

55 107 64

6 8 9

* Interpolated
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The geophysical results show good agreement with the
bore data except for the large discrepancy at bore No. 5. However,
as explained earlier, there is some reason to doubt the bore-log
data for this hole. Additional testing would be required on this
part of Traverse A to decide whether the discrepancy is due to an
error in the seismic interpretation or to inaccuracy of the bore-
hole data.

Site No. 2.

Test drilling in the Spencers Creek area was commenced
by the SMHEA in December 1950. The drilling results which were
available by mid-August 1951, viz, for bores No. 1-9 on site No.2,
are discussed below in relation to the results of the seismic
survey.

The positions of the test bores are shown in Plate 1;
in Table 2 the depths to bedrock as shown by drilling are compared
with those calculated from the seismic survey. The table shows
the location of each borehole referred to the SMHEA co-ordinate
system and also to the seismic layout, the depth to bedrock from
seismic results at points closest to the borehole, and under the
heading of drilling results, the depth to bedrock (where obtained)
and total depth of the bore.

Three of the bores,No. 1, 2, and 3, did not reach solid
bedrock and bottomed in weathered granitic material; boresNo. 6
and 7 give only a check on depths obtained by interpolation from
thP seismic results.^However, it may be said that the drilling
for the most part confirms the seismic results. However, bore-
holes No. 4 and 7 are exceptional in that they apparently show
large errors in the seismic depths.

Bore No. 4 revealed mainly weathered granitic material
down to 145 ft, then 10 ft of slightly weathered to fresh granite,
followed by more weathered granitic material but with two more
occurrences of fresh to slightly weathered granite (6 ft and 5 ft
thick), before the true bedrock was reached at 183 ft.^If, as
seems very likely, the seismic method has detected the first
occurrence of slightly weathered granite intersected in the bore
at 145 ft, then the depth calculated from the seismic survey, viz.
150 ft, agrees fairly well with the borehole data.

In bore No. 7, bedrock was encountered at a depth
about 50 ft less than would be expected by interpolating between
the seismic depths at 50 ft on either side of the hole.^There is
no obvious explanation for this discancy. However, the hole
confirms that the overburden tends to increase in thickness towards
the south-west, as would be expected from the calculated profile.

Applicability of the seismic 

In general, the depths to bedrock from the seismic
survey agree reasonably well with the test data, and the comparison
supports the view that the seismic survey has given a reliable
general picture of the bedrock configuration.



Table 2, ^Drilling and seismic results, dam site No. 2.

Bore^Position referred to:^Seismic results^Drilling results^ Remarks
No.

^

—^SMHEA co-ord. Seismic grid^Depth(ft) to Grid position^Depth to Total depth

^

bedrock^ bedrock of hole 

^

(ft)^(ft)

1 A 1001.5^B 1106^207^B 1100^ 114_^Drilling stopped before reaching
B 1494.1^ 212^B 1200^ bedrock

A 1002.5^ 88^B 900

^

2^ B 923^ 76 It^II^It^It

B 1677^ 100^B 1000

A 1006.2^ 100^B 1000^3^B 1058-^93^t,^If^II^It

B 1542.3^ 207^B 1100

A 2096^ 152^C 1050^ Slightly weathered to unweathered
^4^ C 1096^ 183^186

B 998^ 150^C 1100^ granite at 145 ft may explain
shallower depth from seismic results

A 1003 B 648^20^B 600^ Seismic depth agrees with bore
5 B 1952^ 62^B 650^55^100^data

A 2165^113 ft SW^118^C 1150^ Seismic depth consistent with^6^ 92^125
B 887^of C 1167^70^C 1200^ bore data

A 1002^ 207B 1100^ Bore data confirms increase in
^7^ t 1158^ 162^213

B 1442^ 212^B 1200^ overburden thickness to ifOuth-west, but
actual depth less than predicted
by seismic survey.

8

9

A 1000
B 1000

A 1000
B 2157

B 1600

B 443

^

305^B 1600^291^330

^

27^B 400^29^48

^

29^B 450

Seismic depth in fairly good
agreement with bore data.

Seismic depth agrees with bore
data
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The bedrock surface has been shown to be undulating with
fairly high relief, and it should be pointed out that the seismic
depths are probably more accurate where the bedrock level changes
gradually than in places where there are sudden changes in bedrock
level and consequently in the overburden thickness.^The accuracy
•f the seismic depths is also likely to be impaired by any irregular
variations in the composition of the overburden.

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The thickness of the overburden varies considerably and,
generally speaking, is greater in the southern part of the surveyed
area than in the northern part. The bedrock rises towards both
ends of Traverses A and H, which cross Spencers Creek in the
northern half of the area. Farther south, e.g. along Traverses
B, E, F, and G, the bedrock rises north-east from the creek but
falls towards the south-west, and there the overburden formed by
the David Moraine reaches a thickness of about 300 ft.

Over parts of the moraine, two different velocities
were observed in the overburden and it is concluded that the moraine
is not uniform in composition but varies vertically and contains
two different morainal strata.
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